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ABSTRACT 
If z/commutes with the commutator [s~ g~'] then following the Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem 
[~ N] is quasi-nilpotent. Using the Fuglede theorem we shall show that for normal operators S
the stronger conclusion [.z/,, ~ ] = O will follow. We shall also derive asymptotic extensions of both 
the Fuglede theorem and of our new version of the Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem in terms of 
operator topologies of a rather general type. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the Banach algebra B(H) of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 
/-/the following two theorems are well-known. See [1], [2], [5], [7] and [3], [8]. 
(0.1) THEOREM (Fuglede-Putnam-Furuta) .  Let ~/i,~¢/2*eB(H) be sub- 
normal  and let N eB(H) .  Then ~ N-.~JV2 = ~7 implies ~*~-~J2*= 8. 
(0.2) THEOREM (Kleinecke-Shirokov). Let ,zy, .~e B(H). Then S(~/~-  J ?~) -  
( .¢/~- ~)<~¢= ()implies that the spectral radius r (S~-  ~s¢)= 0, i.e. <x/~- 2.¢/ 
is quasi-ni lpotent.  
We shall employ a notat ion [ ,  ] ,  with the following meaning. Let 
~1, g~2,~eB(H), then [~, 2 ] ,=  ~fl ~-  .~£2. 
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Now let ~,s¢2 be self-adjoint operators on H. Then all 2eB(H) with 
[~j-, [@, 2 ] . ] ,  = 0 satisfy the equation 
(0.3) eia~2e-i;~=2+i2[@,2],, 2~IR. 
Moreover, Ifeiad~2e-i;~q = I1211, and thus we find from (0.3) that II [@, 21,11--< 
-< 21;I-all ~ 11 for all )t e N \ {0}. Hence [@, 2 ] .  = 0. So instead of (0.2) we have 
proved the following stronger theorem for self-adjoint operators. 
(0.4) THEOREM. Let sdl, sC2~B(H) be self-adjoint and let ~eB(H). If 
[@, [@, 2 ] , ] .  = 8 then also [@, ~ ], = 0. 
Now let J/l, 2/2 be normal operators. Then we can write @= Tj+i~ where 
~, ~ are self-adjoint operators with ~j ~j = ~j Tj, j = 1, 2. By (0.1) we find for 
each 2eB(H) with [~, [Kjj, ~1,1,= 8 that each of the operators 
[Yj* [@, 21, ] , ,  [Kjj, [@* 21,1,  and [@* [@* 21,1,  is also 8. 
Taking combinations we find that both 
[~, [g., 21,1,=8 and [@ [9,  2 ] , ] ,=8.  
Then by (0.4) [~, 21 ,= 8 and [~., ~] ,  = ~. Thus the following theorem has 
been proved. 
(0.5) THEOREM. Let ~,~/2eB(H) be normal. If [@, [@,2] , ] ,=Sthen  
In this formulation, the similarity between the Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem 
for normal operators and the Fuglede theorem has become obvious. Moore, 
Rogers and Furuta have proved asymptotic versions of (0.1) in terms of the 
uniform, the strong and the weak operator topology on B(H). Cf. [2], [4] and 
[6]. In Section 2 below, we shall give an asymptotic version of (0.I) in terms 
of the operator topologies on B(H) which make it a locally convex algebra nd 
which are coarser than the uniform topology. With a slight abuse of 
terminology we call such topologies: algebra topologies (see (1.1)). Next, 
applying the new asymptotic Fuglede theorem, in (2.5) we shall obtain an 
asymptotic version of (0.5). 
1. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The uniform, the strong and the weak operator topologies are algebra 
topologies on B(H). A formal definition of an algebra topology can be given 
as follows. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A topology r on B(H) is called an algebra topology, if 
(1.1.1) r is not finer than the uniform operator topology. 
(1.1.2) B(H) with topology r is a locally convex topological vector space. 
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(1.1.3) The mapping Y--> NY~from B(H) into B(H) is r-continuous for each 
pair ~', ~eB(H). 
Before asymptotic extensions of (0.1) and (0.5) are proved, we give the 
following lemmas. 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let r be an algebra topology on B(H), and let Vet  be a 
convex open neighbourhood of 8. Let T>O, and let the operator valued 
mapping Y-: [0, T] ~B(H) be continuous with respect o the usual topology on 
the real interval [0, T] and the uniform topology on B(H). Let a : [0, T] ~ [0, oo) 
be continuous. If Y(t)ea(t)V for all te[0, T], then 
T T 
Y-(t)dt e( ~ a(t)dt)V. 
o 0 
The simple proof of this lemma is omitted. 
(1.3) LEMMA. Let r be an algebra topology on B(H). Let ~, (gbe operator 
valued mappings from C n into B(H) which are continuous with respect o the 
uniform operator topology on B(H) and the Euclidean topology on C n. Let 
DCC"  be compact, let K>0 and let WeT be a neighbourhood of 8. Then 
there exists a T-open neighbourhood V of 8 such that ~(s)Y~g(s)e W for all 
s ~ D and for all Se  V with II SII -< K. 
PROOF. We may assume that Wis balanced and convex. Let s6D be fixed. 
Then there exists ~2= e r with 8e ~s such that 
(s) f~(s)  e i w 
for all Se~s .  Since r is coarser than the uniform operator topology there 
exists r>O such that the ball in B(H) with radius r and centre 0 is contained 
in W. The mappings ~:  D~B(H), []~¢[I _<1 are introduced by 
~(s)  = ~(s )~(s ) ,  s e D. 
These Sw are continuous with respect o the uniform operator topology and 
they are even equicontinuous. 
Since D is compact, there is a finite set ECD, E= {s~,s 2 ..... SN} with the 
property: for each seD there is an sjeE such that for all deB(H) with 
I1 ~¢II < 1 we have 
r 
II &(s ) -  &(s)II < 1 K 
Now take V= nju=~ g?=j. Then ~(sj) sC£(sj) e ½W for all Y'e V and al l j  = 1 ..... N. 





II ~(s) s~(s ) -  ~(sj)ar~(sj)II _.< ~ll ,~11~-< 2" 
Thus we obtain 
~(s) ~r~(s) = (~(s) ~r~(s) - ~(sj) s~(s~)) + ~(s~) ~<g(s s)e w.  
Rosenblum's elegant proof of the Fuglede theorem depends on the simple fact 
that for a normal operator ~/~ B(H) the operators ei'~*ei£~,, 2 ~ C, are unitary 
and hence have norm one. We prove a similar result for subnormal operators. 
(1.4) LEMMA. Let ,A/~B(H) be subnormal. Then liei'L~*ei'ZWll<l for all 
2~C.  
PROOF.  Since Y is subnormal, there are ~12, "/"22 ~ B(H) such that 
is normal as an element of B(H(~H). So the operators ei'rNe ixN*, ,~ ~ C, are 
unitary and for suitable ~0-)e  B(H), )c ~ C 
e iAN=( ;  2 J  "(J.)'~ 
e iLA/22 ) ' 
e i2K* 0 • 
ei2N* = \ ~(-X)* e i'~z/]" 
Thus we find 
IlxllZ+ l[Yll== 1 ',, \ y /  
(][ei(aN*+'rN)(o) H) >_ sup l ing = 
Ilxll = 1 
= sup (lleia~*eiZ~xll2+ I]ei~/*~(-Z)*xllZ) ~> - Ilei~*eiXJl[. [] 
IIxll = 1 
2 .  ASYMPTOTIC  THEOREMS 
The main problem in the proof of (0.1) is how to relate ~11~-~/z  and 
~*~-~Y2* .  Or, equivalently, if we consider 
Y()~) = e i't~ de-  i .~,  ). ~ C, 
and 
~(2) = e-ixwt*~eiaA*, )~ ~ C, 
how to relate X'(0) and ~'(0). 
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To obtain such a relation we first represent ~'(0) as a Cauchy type integral by 
~'(0) ='~ ]#[:r 7 du 
with integration along IP] = r in the positive sense. Then 
~(~) = e-  '~ ,  e - '~  ~(#)e  '~  e 'u~ . 
Now ~(/~) can be obtained from W' by integration from 0 to/~ along a straight 
line segment. This leads to the following relation. 
1 I p-2e-iU~*e-'U4{ ~W'(X)d2+~(O)}e'~4eiu~*dl .t. (2.1) @'(0) = ~--~ lul:~ 0 
Formula (2.1) and the observation that the operators e-iU~*e -ip/' and 
e+Z~eiU~*, I~ e C, have norm not exceeding l, establish the central argument in 
the following theorem. 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let r be an algebra topology on B(H), and Wbe a r-open 
neighbourhood of Y. Let ~N 1and J2* be subnormal operators and let K>0.  
Then there exists a r-open neighbourhood V of Y such that ~4~1"N-~?~/2"~ W 
for all ~eB(H) with I[~1[ <K and ~/1~- ~Y2e V. 
PROOF. We again may assume that W is balanced and convex and also that 
H~/lll and ]1~2]] do not exceed 1. We take r>0 such that 
[Se  B(H)[ II sll < K l c  ½W, 
and we put ~l(p)=e-ia/~l*e -ip'N and qg2(l.t)=eip~Ate i~i*, /.t~C. Then by 
Lemma (1.4), [I agl(a)~z(P)ll <K if ][~ll _<K, and hence 
(i) °~'1 (/./) ~.@ '2 (/./) e 2 W , 
for all/t e C and all ~ e B(H) with II ~ 11 -< K. 
Next we apply Lemma (1.3) to the mappings 
0.,U) ~ ~#l(la)e i~  and (2,1~)--,e-i~z(t.t), (J.,/.t)~C 2. 
From this lemma we obtain a r-open neighbourhood V of 6 such that 
(ii) q/i(/l)ei~[@, ~] ,  e-i~'~Ygz(U)e½W 
for all (2,p) e {(2,p) e C2[ t21, [Pt _<r} and for all ~eB(H) with 11 ~1] _<K and 
[@,~],ev. 
Finally, we shall insert formula (2.1) to obtain the desired result. So let 
2eB(H) with [[ ~[I _<K and [@, ~] ,6  V. Then we use (i), (ii) and Lemma (1.2) 
in order to get 
P~ 1 ~] ,  ~2(p) ~ (iii) ~(p){ ~ e i~[@,  e-ia~d2+ ~} W. 
0 
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Applying Lemma (1.2) again we can conclude that 
, 2nr 1 
[ ~ , 2 l , t -~n -~ " r W = W. [] 
In this section we also want to obtain an asymptotic version of (0.5). To this 
end we first prove an asymptotic version of (0.4) and then apply Theorem (2.2). 
For self-adjoint ~¢I,~6B(H) the operator ~12-2~¢ z can be expressed by 
(2.3) i(s~ 12-  2M2) =f)(0) = u- l ( fe(u) -f2(0)) - u-1 i i f ) ( s )dsdt  
0 0 
where f2(s)=e isd~ 2e  -is~2, s t  R. Formula (2.3) leads to an asymptotic version 
of (0.4), which is proved by similar arguments as Theorem (2.2). 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let r be an algebra topology on B(H), and let W be a 
r-open neighbourhood of 0. Let all, d2 t B (H)  be self-adjoint and let K>0.  
Then there exists a r-open neighbourhood V of ~ such that [~, 2 ] ,  t W for all 
2 t B (H)  with both I[ 2 II -< g and [~, [~-, 2 ] , ] ,  ~ V. 
PROOF. Once more we may assume that W is balanced and convex, and also 
that I1~11[ and 11411-< 1. For each 2eB(H)  we define the mapping f~ as in (2.3) 
by f~(s)=eiSd '2e -isg2, s t  ~. Since r is coarser than the uniform operator 
topology, there exists r>0 such that the ball { ~n(a) [  II VII _<r} is contained 
in W. We take u=4K/ r .  Since Iiu-l(f~(u)-f~(O))ll <--2Ku -1 it follows that 
(i) u - I ( f~(u) -f~(0)) e ½W. 
Applying Lemma (1.3) to the mappings ---~e is~ and s~e -is~2 we obtain a 
r-open neighbourhood V such that for all T t  V with II vii --- 4K and all s t [0, u] 
(ii) eiS~l cg e -  i~  t 1 W. 
U 
Let 2tB(H)  with U211_<K and let [dj, [~-, 2 ] , ] , t  V. Then by (ii) we find 
(iii) u- l f} (s ) tu -2W,  s t  [0, u]. 
Applying Lemma (1.2) twice we get from (ii) 
(iv) u i i dtt w. 
0 0 
By formula (2.3) and the results (i) and (iv) the proof is complete. [] 
We have employed the Fuglede theorem (0.1) to extend our result (0.4) for 
self-adjoint operators to (0.5) for normal operators. Instead of the asymptotic 
version (2.4) of (0.4) we shall prove an asymptotic Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem 
for normal operators. For this we need the asymptotic Fuglede theorem (2.2). 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let Kl l ,~2tB(H) be normal and let r be an algebra 
topology on B(H) .  Let W be a z-open neighbourhood of : and let K> 0. Then 
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there exists a r-open neighbourhood V of Y such that [@, '~] .6  W for all 
e B(H) with [IM II -< K and [@, [@, ~ ] . ] ,  e V. 
PROOF. We may again assume that W is balanced and convex. We write 
~= Tj.+ i~j with self-adjoint ~ and @. satisfying Tj~j= ~j ~,  j=  1,2. Applying 
(2.4) twice we can find a r-open neighbourhood U of  6 in B(H), which may 
be taken balanced and convex, having the property that f rom []N[I_<K, 
[~, [~,~] . ] .eU  and [~,[~,~l,l,eU it follows that [~,~],e½W and 
[@ ~] ,e½W,  hence [@,~] ,e  W. 
So it only remains to prove that there exists a r-open neighbourhood of  Y, 
V, say, such that 1121r - K and [@, [@, ~ ] , ] ,  e V imply [ ~j, [ ~, ~ ] , ] ,  e U and 
[~j, [gj, ~] , ] ,e  U. To this end we use (2.2). There exists a r-open neighbour- 
hood U 1 of  6 such that [@*, [o/Vjj *, ~ ] , ] ,  ~ U for all ~ ~ B(H) with [1 ~ ]1 __ K and 
[~/j, [@*  ~] , ]  ,~  Us. Moreover,  there exists a r-open neighbourhood U2 of  0 
such that [@, [@ *, ~ ] , ] ,  = [@ * [@, ~ ] , ] ,  e U 1 f'l U for all ~ e B(H) with 
[[~[]_<K and [@, [@,~] , ] ,eU2.  Hence, if [[2[J_<K and [@, [@,~] , ] ,~  
UV//.72, then the operators 
[~, [~, ~1,1,, [~*, [~, ~l,],, [~), [~*, ~1,1,, [~*, [~*, ~l , l ,  
all belong to U. Since U is balanced and convex this implies [ (~., [ Tj-, ~ ] , ] ,  ~ U 
and [@ [~,  ~] , ] ,e  U. [] 
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